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Two ceramic powder samples having different compositions of surface impurities and particle size distributions
were considered. These two samples resulted from a high temperature fluidized bed reactor which in its opera-
tion showed changes ofworking condition thatmight be attributed to the onset of strong interparticle forces. The
flow behaviour of these powders was characterized by the High Temperature Annular Shear Cell (HT-ASC), be-
tween ambient temperature and 500 °C. Furthermore, a model is developed to relate the change of the powder
flowability to the formation of a liquid phase due to themelting of particle impurities present on the particle sur-
face. In particular, the model is used to predict, on the base of the salt composition, the intensity of the interpar-
ticle forces at different temperatures. The interparticle forces predicted by themodel can be comparedwith those
that can be inferred from the powder flow properties measured with the HT-ASC. Therefore, it is demonstrated
that it is possible to derive a theoretical model to predict interparticle forces in a particulate material relevant to
fluidized bed reactor, on the basis of the impurities composition. Furthermore, it is demonstrated the possibility
to correctly estimate the intensity of average interparticle forces in the same kind of material by the interpreta-
tions of bulk flow properties measured with a shear tester, even in the case in which capillary forces take the
place of the much weaker van der Walls forces. More in general, the paper suggests a method by which powder
rheology can be used to indirectly evaluate the effects of the interparticle forces on fluidization processes even in
case in which strong capillary interaction occur.
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1. Introduction

It is well recognized the role that fluidized bed reactors and other
unit operations have played for awide range of industries, including en-
ergy, nuclear, chemicals, pharmaceutical and other process industries
[1]. In particular, recently fluidized bed reactors encountered a great in-
terest with regard to the production of clean energy (combustion and
gasification from renewable sources) and waste incineration of solids
material [2,3]. Although fluidized bed systems offer several advantages
such as high heat transfer rate, rapid solidsmixing, large surface contact,
high heat andmass transfer rates between gas and particles, a complete
understanding of the phenomena occurring in these reactors is still a
challenge, with reference to the role of the process conditions [4,5],
such as pressure, temperature and humidity. Often, the operating condi-
tions of these processes, with reference to temperature and pressure,
are different from ambient values [6]. Hence, the understanding of tem-
perature effects on the system behaviour is crucial for the correct
ne).
operation of several industrial process units, including fluidized bed
units performing reactions, granulation and drying [1].

The powderflowability is affected bymany different particle proper-
ties, such as particle size shape, size distribution as well as roughness of
particle surface [7,8] and other particle mechanical properties [9–13]. In
particular, Fu et al. [8] measured the flow properties of three different
samples of lactose, two of themwith the same size distribution and dif-
ferent particle shape and the other sample with particle having the
same shape factor but different size distribution. The results show that
differences in particle size distribution and, particularly, particle shape,
significantly affect flow properties of the powders. Differently, Pilpel
and Britten [10] carried out measurements on the flow rates and on
the tensile strength of different powders from ambient to 200 °C. They
explained the results in terms of the temperature dependency of mate-
rial hardness and elasticity. Also Tomas [11,12] looked at the hardness of
the particles to describe the flow properties of different powder sam-
ples. He developed a model to relate microscopic interparticle forces
to bulk flow properties, which account for elastic-plastic particle defor-
mation at the contact points. More recently, Medhe et al. [13] successful
applied this model to analyse the flow properties of fine cohesive
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powders evaluated with the Jenike shear tester. Direct experimental
measure of interparticle forces with AFM are reported in the literature
for adhesion [14] and for friction [15]. An attempt to relate AFM mea-
surements of interparticle forces for dry fine powders was given by
Castellanos and co-workers [16,17].

Moreover, many authors have also studied the effect of operating
conditions such as the system temperature [18–21], theparticle size dis-
tribution [22] and shape [23], the system humidity [7,24–27] on the
flow properties.

Kanaoka et al. [18] have focused on the effect of temperature, up to
900 °C, on the adhesive properties of fly ash particles resulting from
coal combustion. They observed a slight change of adhesive forces and
internal friction angle up to 700 °C, while a significant increase of
these variables was found for temperatures higher than 850 °C. Further-
more Tomasetta et al. [19] and, later, Chirone et al. [28] used the high-
temperature annular shear cell developed at the University of Salerno
to measure the bulk flow properties of several powder samples charac-
terized by different particlematerials and particle size distributions. The
equipment usedwas able to explore temperature effects between ambi-
ent temperature and 500 °C. In spite of the indication that in the studied
particulate systems only van derWaals interparticle forces could be rel-
evant, a significant increase of powder cohesion at 500 °Cwas observed
by Chirone et al. and, coherently, a lower flowability of the samples. Ex-
periments carried on Titaniumoxide Powders allowed to define the role
of the material hardness on the estimation of van der Waals interparti-
cle forces [20]. Experiments on widely distributed ashes and coal
allowed to understand and account for the effect of wide particle size
distributions [21,22]. Multiple interparticle contacts were considered
in order to account for irregular shapes [23].

Pierrat and Caram [24] developed a model in order to predict the
tensile strength of wet granular materials and also proposed a theory
to reduce the number of tests to be performed in the investigation of
the effect of moisture on the flow properties of granular materials
[25]. They also proposed a correlation thatfittedwell with experimental
measurements carried out on glass beads of 93 μm diameter and sug-
gested the theory of shift. According to this theory it is possible to deter-
mine the yield locus of a powder at anymoisture content by shifting the
original failure function in the region of positive normal stresses. Lately,
Landi et al. [26] used the bridge model by Pierrat and Caram [24] con-
sidering the roughness of the particles. Their model was based on the
hypotheses of capillary condensation and allowed the correct determi-
nation of the capillary forces. Besides, the model prediction of the pow-
der tensile strength agreed well with the estimates of the tensile
strength, derived from direct powder shear tests carried out at air rela-
tive humidity up to 80%. A similarmodelwas very recently applied by La
Marche et al. [29] to estimate capillary forces in beds of glass beads
fluidizedwith humid air. In that case, themodel was perfected by intro-
ducing two scales in the asperity size. The result was that the predicted
capillary interparticle forces could show a change in the intensity of the
force with relative humidity, larger than found by Landi et al. [26]. La
Marche et al. [29] used AFM to characterize the particle surfaces and
measure the two asperity sizes. Furthermore, Cohesive Discrete Ele-
ment Method (CDEM) has been performed to investigate the internal
tensile stress and the tensile strength of fine, cohesive wet granularma-
terials [27]. Althaus et al. [30] studied the rheology of fine wet powders
in pendular state. They found that the angle of internal friction is not
much dependent on consolidation and liquid viscosity and that the
yield locus of thewetmixtures could be determined by the isostatic ten-
sile strength of thematerial predicted by the Rumpf [31] approach from
theoretical estimates of the capillary forces.

In fluid bed reactors, interparticle forces set up without consolida-
tion or with very low consolidation [32,33]. Kono et al. [32] developed
a new useful method to define the rheological properties of aerated
fine powder. They found a qualitative correspondence between some
rheological parameters and freely bubbling characteristics in two-
dimensional fluidized beds. Bruni et al. [33] studied the influence of
interparticle forces on the fluidization behaviour of fine Geldart [34]
group A powders as a function of the size distribution of the fine sub-
cuts (particles below 45 μm) and of the temperature. Valverde and
Castellanos [35] based their research on the fluidization of nanoparti-
cles. They proposed a simple equation to estimate the size of the ag-
glomerate formed in a fluidized bed reactor solving the balance
between the local shear force on the particle attached the agglomerate
and the interparticle adhesion force. Shabanian and Chaouki [36] fo-
cused their studies on the effect of interparticle forces at high tempera-
ture, 700–1000 °C, on the bubbling fluidization behaviour of coarse
particles. Experimental findings revealed that the flow dynamics of a
bubbling bed of coarse particles at high temperature was mainly influ-
enced by the variation of the gas density with temperature when inter-
particle forces did not play a significant role. However, when the
interparticle forces are relevant in the system, a multiplicity of behav-
iors can occur at elevated thermal levels. Mikami et al. [37] studied
the fluidization of bed of metal particles exposed to temperatures pro-
ducing particle sintering by surface diffusion. They found a good corre-
lation between interparticle forces estimated applying the Rumpf [31]
approach on the measured compressive strength of agglomerates and
the fluidization overpressure necessary to break the sintered bed.
Later, Seville et al. [38] approached the agglomeration process of
metal particles at high temperature by comparing the sintering charac-
teristic times assuming a viscoplastic behaviour of the particles and the
characteristic times for quiescent motion of particles in the fluidized
bed. In that case it was deduced that the compressive interparticle
forces estimated with the Rumpf [31] approach does play a significant
role in particle agglomeration by sintering at high temperatures.

The gravityflow of aerated powder is controlled by the relativemag-
nitude between the interparticle cohesive forces, the resultant of the
particle weight and the fluid dynamic interactions [39–42]. In addition,
itmust be considered that in the case of high temperature processes, the
intensity of interparticle cohesive forces, such as capillary, electrostatic
and van der Waals forces, can be different from ambient values. These
changes are principally due to the variations of particles hardness, liquid
bridge formation and modification of the particle dielectric properties.

In case of only van der Waals forces, Mutsers and Rietema [39] and
Rietema and Piepers [41] found that the cohesiveness of the particles
acts as controlling factor of the formation of the expanded bed. More-
over, Massimilla and Donsì [43] stated that the sites at which contact
takes places are the asperities and therefore the adhesion force depends
on the surface topology. Also the emergence of capillary forces in pres-
ence of capillary bridges can significantly affect the fluidization behav-
iour of powders [44]. In fact, they can be much more significant than
other interparticles forces even in processes at ambient temperature
[45]. Concavity in capillary bridges allows water condensation at air hu-
midity below saturation [29,46–48]. Liquid bridges between particles
can also be determined by the system moisture [49]. In fluidized beds
capillary forcesmodify bed properties such as voidage, channels and ag-
gregate size,which in turn determine the average bedpermeability [50].
All these effects can be indirectly attributed to the increase of powder
cohesion due to capillary forces [24,25,51,52]. D'Amore et al. [50] ana-
lyse the influence of moisture on the behaviour of a fluidized bed of
non-porous and porous materials. They found that the particle porosity
is one of the key parameters in determining the relationship between
moisture and bed properties. Also Seville and Clift [53] and, later,
Wormsbecker and Pugsley [54] reported on the effects of liquid bridges
on the fluidization characteristics of fine particles. They observed in the
fluidized bed behaviour a transition from that of group A to that of
group C of the Geldart classification with the increasing amount of liq-
uid in the system. It is believed, therefore, that in high temperature pro-
cesses the presence of surface impurities, with relatively low-melting
temperature, can determine the formation of capillary liquid bridges
giving rise to unexpected flow behaviour [55].

In this paper, two ceramic powder samples having different compo-
sitions of surface impurities and particle size distributions were
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considered. These two samples resulted from a high temperature fluid-
ized bed reactor, which showed changes of the working conditions in
the operation that might be attributed to the onset of strong interparti-
cle forces. In spite of the apparent similaritywith the systems studied by
Chirone et al. [28] the materials considered in this paper are “real” in-
dustrial powders. In these ‘real’ systems the estimation of capillary in-
terparticle forces requires an evaluation of the amount of the liquid
available for the formation of capillary bridges at the operating temper-
atures, as well as the correct estimation of the contact geometry. There-
fore, the main objective of this paper is the definition of a procedure in
which the results of the experimental characterization of the surface
particle impurities including qualitative and quantitative information
leads to the estimation of the interparticle forces as a function of
temperature. In order to verify the results of this procedure, the ob-
tained interparticle forces are compared, in this paper, with the forces
estimated from the powderflow propertiesmeasured by the High Tem-
perature Annular Shear Cell (HT-ASC), between ambient temperature
and 500 °C. In particular, the force estimation procedure from HT-ASC
results follows closely the procedure previously proposed by Chirone
et al. [28]. However, as it will appear clearly in the following, the effect
of temperature on the powders studied in this work is significantly
stronger and significantly not linear with temperature, coherently
with the hypothesis of the onset of capillary interparticle forces. This cir-
cumstance has inspired the definition of a new experimental procedure
with HT-ASC to rapidly identify the temperature of the onset of capillary
forces.

2. Theoretical background

Interparticle forces can be the result of three different mechanisms
of adhesion as reported by Israelachvili [56], van derWaals interactions,
capillary bridges and electrostatic forces. The first two of these are those
of interest in this paper. Following Rumpf [31] and Molerus [9] ap-
proach, it is possible to correlate the powder tensile strength of the
powder, σt, with the particle-particle interactions. Accordingly, σt can
be related to themean attractive interparticle force, Fint by the following
relationship:

σ t ¼ kFint
d2sv

1−ε
π

¼ F int
d2sv

1−ε
ε

ð1Þ

where dsv is the Sautermean diameter, ε the powder void fraction and k
is the number of contact points on each particle that is estimated by
means of the relation kε= π as proposed by Rumpf [31] according to
Smith et al. [57]. Eq. (1) is very simple and, to be obtained, it requires
a number of simplifying assumptions. In the appendix, these assump-
tions are listed and discussed in order to understand the potential limits
of validity of Eq. (1).

With the hypothesis of a perfectly plastic deformation at the contact
points between particles,Molerus [9] developed hismodel for the adhe-
sion due to van derWaals forces as a function of the consolidation force
at the contact point FN:

FvdW ¼ A�rpla
12z20

1þ 2FN=πpf rplaz0
� �

1− A�=6πpf z30
� � ð2Þ

where A⁎, rpla, pf and z0 are the Hamaker constant, the mean curvature
radius at contact points, the material compressive strength at particle
contact and the separation distance between the molecular layers of
the two contacting surfaces [58] respectively. It should be remarked
that r accounts for the irregularities of the particle shape and asperities
and, therefore, it is not necessarily related to the particle size. In absence
of other information, Molerus [9] suggests to adopt for pf a value that is
three times the unconfined yield strength of the material. In cases in
which van der Waals forces are supposed to be the sole interparticle
forces, then it can be assumed that Fint = FvdW. This model has been
used to correlate the strength of the powder to the particle-particle in-
teractions. For further information see Chirone et al. [28].

In case of presence of a liquid phase, surface tension may determine
the formation of connecting links between the particles, named capil-
lary bridges, that result in attractive forces between particles (see for ex-
ample Fayed and Otten [59]). These forces depend on the local particle
curvature. Therefore, with perfect spheres, they depend on the particle
size. Instead, with rough particle surfaces, liquid bridges form between
particle asperities and the asperity size should be properly considered
for the estimation of the effective curvature radius at contacts. Follow-
ing the approach proposed by Landi et al. [26], it is possible to describe
the characteristics of the formed capillary bridge according to the sim-
plified approach used by Rabinovich et al. [60].

r1 ¼ rpla 1þ a
2rpla

� �
secβ−1

� �
ð3Þ

r2 ¼ rpla 1þ a
2rpla

� �
tanβ− 1þ a

2rpla

� �
secβ þ 1

� �
ð4Þ

Vb ¼ 2π r21 þ r1 þ r2ð Þ2
h i

r1cosβ−
2π r31cos

3β
� 	

3

 !

−2πr21 r1 þ r2ð Þ cosβsinβ
π
2
−β

� �h i
þ

−
2πr3pla 2þ cosβð Þ 1− cosβð Þ2

3

ð5Þ

where rpla is the curvature radius at the contact point assumed to coin-
cide with curvature radius of the asperity, a is the gap between the
bridge asperity and β is the angle of thewet spherical cap of the contact
measured from the centre of the curvature radius as defined in Fig. 1.
Rearranging Eqs. (3) to (5) the volume of the bridge is a function of a
single parameter, which is the angle β. Inversely, if the volume of the
bridge is set, as well as the radius of the contact point, then it is possible
evaluate the bridge geometrical characteristics, i.e., r1, r2, and β. In turn,
according with the theoretical model of capillary bridges proposed by
Pierrat and Caram [24], these parameters allow to derive the tensile
force of the bridge, Fc⁎. In particular, this force can be considered as the
sum of the direct action of the surface tension σs in the axial direction
of the bridge and in its indirect effects through the pressure difference
generated by its action on the capillary bridge surface.

F�c ¼ 2πr2σs þ πr22σs
1
r1

−
1
r2

� �
ð6Þ

If capillary forces are present, generally these are much larger than
van der Waals forces [60] and, therefore, it is possible to neglect these
latter and assume that Fint = Fc

∗.

3. Experimental

3.1. Apparatus

The apparatus used tomeasure the powder yield loci between ambi-
ent temperature and 500 °C is theHigh Temperature-Annular Shear Cell
(Fig. 2) described by Tomasetta et al. [61]. The main geometric proper-
ties are listed in Table 1. The working temperature is ensured by two
electric heaters placed in the lid and in the bottom ring which provide
a maximum operating temperature of 500 °C. In particular, three ther-
mocouples (type “J”) are placed at different depths of the powder sam-
ple and the temperature uniformity inside the cell is controlled by a PID
temperature control system.



Fig. 1. Schemes of the contact with nomenclature definition. a) capillary bridge; b) particle asperity with impurities.
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3.2. Materials

Experiments were carried out on two powders samples provided by
an industrial partner. The samples have the same kind of mother parti-
cles with different particle size ranges and different amounts of im-
purities. These impurities have been accumulated during a reactive
treatment process. The first sample (“A”) and the second sample (“B”)
contain an intermediate and a high level of impurities respectively. Un-
fortunately, other details of the material cannot be provided for confi-
dentiality reasons.

A laser scattering particle size analyzer Mastersizer 2000 (Malvern
Instruments) was used to measure the particle size distributions of
the samples and to scan the sample surfaces. Results are reported in
Fig. 3 and in Table 2 in terms of the Sauter mean diameter, d32, that is
the surface weighted mean size, the volume weighted mean size, d43,
and the sizes corresponding to the 10th, the 50th and the 90th percen-
tile of the volumetric distribution, named d10, d50, and d90, respectively.
Bothmaterials belong to theGroup A of theGeldart classification for flu-
idization behaviour.

The sample surfaces were observed with a Scanning ElectronMicro-
scope (SEM). Fig. 4 reports typical SEM images obtained on the different
Fig. 2. Schematic representation (a) and pictures (
samples. Inspection of Fig. 4 shows comparable aspects for the two sam-
ples such as large amounts offines adhering on the surface of larger par-
ticles, irregularly shaped particles with flat surfaces and relatively sharp
edges. Moreover, the specimen B, richer in impurities, exhibits a great
number of sticking particles, which seem to be partially sintered on
the larger particles.

Also, Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analyses have
been performed on the two samples. Results are reported Fig. 5. These
results show the presence of several impurities. In particular, the most
abundant are aluminum, calcium and chlorine. Based on the process
characteristics, it is assumed that the three are present in form of alumi-
num chloride (AlCl3) and calcium chloride (CaCl2). Moreover, impuri-
ties in Fig. 4 appear as a separate solid phase on the particle surface.
As a result, the melting temperature of the impurities should not be af-
fected by their amount in respect to the mother ceramic powders. De-
tails on the composition of the impurities are provided and discussed
in the Model Results Section 4.2, below.

A SDTQ600 (TA Instruments) was used to carry out both Differential
Thermal Analysis (DTA) and Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA). The
purpose was to put in evidence any possible phase transitions or chem-
ical reactions in the range of the temperatures tested with the HT-ASC.
b) of the high temperature annular shear cell.



Table 1
Geometric properties of the HT-ASC.

Bottom ring Inner diameter, mm 60
Outer diameter, mm 120
Nominal height, mm 10
Internal volume, m3 95

Lid Inner diameter, mm 62
Outer diameter, mm 118

Electric heaters Bottom heater, W 600
Lid heater, W 260

Table 2
Characteristic particle sizes of the samples tested.

Sieving range, μm Sample “A" Sample “B”

d10, μm 6 13
d50, μm 25 44
d90, μm 85 180
d32, μm 14 21
d43, μm 37 76
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DTA and TGA were performed in air and nitrogen and the temperature
program adopted ensure a linear rate temperature increase, 10 °C/min,
from 25 °C to 550 °C. Unfortunately, it was not possible to have heat cal-
ibrated signal for the DTA, whose response in terms of heat exchanged
has to be taken only qualitatively. In Fig. 6a–b the heat flow and the
sample weight change, related to the weight at ambient temperature,
are reported as a function of temperature for both “A” and “B” samples.
All measured heat fluxes are positive, that is they are intended towards
the sample. Phase changes should be visible with fluxes larger in mod-
ulus as negative peaks. Accordingly, inspection of the figure reveals a
similar thermal behaviour of the two powders. In particular, it can be
observed that it is not possible to detect any significant phase change,
either melting or solid phase transition, above 300 °C where the
materials tested show the largest effect of temperature in the industrial
process. A change of weight is detected around 100 °C and it is possibly
related to some condensed moisture evaporation. The constant weight
of the sample above 300 °C indicates that chemical reactions (e.g. oxida-
tion) can be excluded in that range.
3.3. Procedures

All shear tests were performed at the same set of values of themajor
principal stress, σ1, in the range 1000–1700 Pa by following almost the
same procedure described by Chirone et al. [28] and here summarized.
After filling, the bottom ring of the cell wasmounted on the shear tester
bench with the lid. The three thermocouples were inserted in the dedi-
cated openings. The cell was loaded with the weights to be used in the
consolidation step. The cell was kept still, while the heaters were turned
on and the desired operating temperaturewas reached. The subsequent
sequence of operations, carried out at the set temperature, mainly
followed the standard procedure used to evaluate the yield locus in a
standard Schulze Ring Shear Tester [58]. The same sample of powder
was used to evaluate four different yield loci. Each yield locus wasmea-
sured at least four different times on differently prepared samples.
These allowed deriving four points of the flow function at the set tem-
perature. Because of the limited availability of the material, only 500 g
Fig. 3. PSD samples A and B.
for each sample, a different use of the samples was required with re-
spect to the procedure followed by Chirone et al. [28] who used a
fresh sample every time the cell was filled again. In fact, each flow func-
tion test required about 100 g of material (without repetitions) and
therefore it was necessary a sample “regeneration procedure”, in
order to use the same powder in more than a single test. According to
this procedure, the sample was removed from the cell and brought in-
side a glove-bag in a nitrogen atmosphere. The purpose was to
minimize the time exposure of the powder to oxygen. In the glove
bag, all the clumps were broken up (or sieved out) by using two sieves
(200 and 90 μm) through which the powder was let flow. The material
obtained was re-used for other shear experiments at the same temper-
ature or higher than the previous experiment. This procedure tended to
minimize the effects of the sample cooling in the compacted state that
had been reached within the cell in the previous experiment, and to
bring it back to a condition that should be more similar to the loosely
compacted state at which these powders were generated. In any case,
memory effects should be limited for the reuse of powder from tests
at temperatures in which there was no evidence of capillary bridging.

With each material a first set of experiments was performed by re-
peating at spaced temperature increments (25→ 150→ 300→ 340→
380 → 420 → 460 → 500 °C) a binary sequence of a single pre-shear
step at 600 Pa of normal load and a single shear step at 500 Pa of normal
load. This test is useful in order to provide information on the tempera-
ture at which the rheological properties would change. The increments
are set closer, at 40 °C differences, above 300 °C in the range of temper-
atures where the industrial application of the tested material provided
indication of significant temperature effects.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Experimental results

The results of the tests provided by a single pre-shear and a single
shear of the yield loci at the same consolidation level and the
same normal load during shearing increasing the temperatures (25→
150 → 300 → 340 → 380 → 420 → 460 → 500 °C) are reported in
Figs. 7 and 8. Inspection of Fig. 7 shows that the values obtained for
the pre-shear stress and the shear stress at the same temperature differ
below 400 °C. At temperatures between 400 °C and 500 °C these values
are practically overlapped. This is an indication of the fact that the na-
ture of the interparticle interactions is changing with the temperature.
It is hypothesized that this change is due to the onset of capillary bridges
between particles. In fact, the reduced effect of consolidation on the
shear is in agreement with previous research [25] on the presence of
capillary forces. A phenomenological interpretation of this finding can
be guided by Eq. (1). This can be strictly applied to relate the material
tensile strength with the average set of interparticle forces. It is clear
from Eq. (1) that the strength of the material with consolidation can in-
crease either because of the increase of the average forces Fint holding
together two neighbouring particles, or because of the increase of
the number of contact points per unit volume ∝(1− ε)/ε, consequent
to powder densification. Considering van der Waals forces in which
Fint = FvdW, it is clear from Eq. 2 that consolidation can activate both
the increase of the number of contact points and the increase of the



Fig. 4. SEM pictures for the sample “A” (a, b), “B” (c, d).
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contact force, due to the significance of the effect of the plastic deforma-
tion of the contacts points due to the consolidation force FN on the
resulting value of FvdW. Instead, for capillary forces Fint = F⁎c, inspection
of the set of Eqs. (3) to (6) and the physics of the capillary bridge suggest
that the binary interparticle forces are not directly affected by the nor-
mal consolidation forces FN. Therefore, for capillary forces, the powder
consolidation can change only as a result of a change in the powder po-
rosity. As abovementioned, Eq. (1) is not valid for shearing. However, it
is reasonable to hypothesize that the qualitative dependencies found
above between consolidation and material strength can apply to the
shear experiments reported in Figs. 7 and 8. Assuming that in these ex-
periments the system porosity is not changing significantly during the
test, the observed changes of shear stress are likely to mostly depend
on changes in the interparticle forces. In particular, the increase of
shear stress at certain temperature, as well as the reduced dependency
Fig. 5. EDX results for
of shear stress with the preshear consolidation, are both coherent with
the onset of capillary forces, stronger than van derWaals forces and less
affected by consolidation.

Taking the indication provided from these experiments,
material yield loci and flow functions were measured at 25, 350, 450
and 500 °C in order to better describe the effect of temperature.

An example of the observed effect of temperature on the yield loci is
reported in Fig. 9. For the sake of brevity Fig. 9 reports only results for a
single material (sample B), two consolidation levels and two tempera-
tures. The yield loci estimate in Fig. 9 were obtained combining the
shear data coming from all the 4 independent repetitions of the test.
All the other measured yield loci are available as additional material to
this report. Also other data are available from the shear stress experi-
ment, such as the powder porosity in each preshear and shear condi-
tions. Also, these are not reported for the sake of brevity. In order to
the sample “A”.



Fig. 6. Heat flow from DTA and sample weight from TGA plotted as a function of temperature: (a) Sample “A”; (b) Sample “B”.
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visualize the yield loci, the simple line description of the yield locus of
Coulomb materials has been used:

τ ¼ C þ σ tanφ ð7Þ
Fig. 7. Tests provided at each temperature by a single pre-shear step at 600 Pa of normal
load and a single shear step at 500 Pa of normal load for Sample “A”.
where C, the yield locus intercept, is the material cohesion and φ, pro-
viding the slope of the yield locus tan φ, is the static angle of internal
friction. The use of Eq. (7) allows to analyse the effect of temperature
on τ by looking separately at the effect of temperature on C and φ.
Fig. 8. Tests provided at each temperature by a single pre-shear step at 600 Pa of normal
load and a single shear step at 500 Pa of normal load for Sample “B”.



Fig. 9. Yield loci for the “B" sample measured with HT-ASC at 25 °C (blue line) and 500 °C
(black line): (a) σ1 ≈ 1000 Pa; (b) σ1 ≈ 1700 Pa.

Fig. 10. Static angle of internal friction as a funtion of the consolidation stress and of the
test temperature for: (a) sample “A” and (b) sample “B”.
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Beside the data points and the continuous straight lines representing
the yield loci, Fig. 9 reports the Mohr circles representing the state of
stress during consolidation (the larger circle on the right of the yield
locus) and the Mohr circle representing the state of stress in an uncon-
fined yield (the smaller circle on the right). The intercept of the consol-
idationMohr circle with theσ axis, providing the larger value of σ is the
point representing the stress on the major principal stress, σ1, and act-
ing in the corresponding principal direction. The value of σ1 is com-
monly used to identify the consolidation condition. In the Figure,
dotted lines passing through the origin and tangent to the consolidation
Mohr circle define with their slope the effective angle of internal fric-
tion, used in many design procedures. More diffused details on yield
loci and their derived powder flow properties are available elsewhere
[62,63]. Inspection of Fig. 9 reveals that the cohesion C is significantly af-
fected by both consolidation and temperature. On the contrary, the
static angle of internal friction φ turns out to be almost independent
of both consolidation and temperature. This is a behaviour typically
shown by yield loci of powders showing prevailing capillary forces
with amounts of liquid corresponding to the pendular state [25,26]. In
these conditions, capillary forces are able to affect cohesion due to the
increase of the adhesion forces between particles, but are not able to af-
fect significantly the powder friction. Therefore, the observed increase
of the unconfined yield strength, fc, with both consolidation and tem-
perature is to be attributed the cohesion changes for both the samples
tested.

Fig. 10 summarizes all the values of the internal friction derived from
the material yield loci obtained for both the materials at all the consol-
idation levels and temperatures at which the yield loci were deter-
mined. Error bars are also provided in Fig. 10. These were calculated
as the maximum deviation of the values of the internal friction calcu-
lated separately for each of the 4 test repetitions. The same approach
to calculate the error bars was used with the other flow parameters re-
ported in Figs. 11 to 13 in the following. According to Fig. 10, the value of
the angle of internal friction is about 35° ± 3° and it does not change sig-
nificantly with temperature.

Similar results are reported in Fig. 11 for the cohesion C. With refer-
ence to the sample A with a lower amount of impurities, the increase of
temperature up to 300 °C does not produce any significant effect. At
these temperatures, the cohesion is rather stable around 52± 7 Pa. At
400 °C, the cohesion rises to 87 ± 10 Pa and at 500 °C it rises up to
205 ± 15 Pa. The other powder sample, the one with higher amounts
of impurities also exhibits a qualitatively similar behaviour. According
with Fig. 11b, the cohesion for sample B at ambient temperature is
around 42± 5 Pa. It is 142± 70 Pa at 300 °C and 183± 7 Pa at 400 °C.
Tests performed at 300 °C exhibit a large scatter between data. This
scatter is coherent with the interpretation of incipient formation of liq-
uid capillary bridges that, close to the material melting condition, may
make the measurement strongly variable between tests. In fact, shear



Fig. 11. Powder cohesion as a funtion of the consolidation stress and of the test
temperature for: (a) sample “A” and (b) sample “B”.

Fig. 13. Flow functionsmeasured at different temperatures: (a) sample “A”; (b) sample “B”.
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stress resultsmight be differently affected by the effective amount of the
liquid phase formed. At 500 °C, it was not possible to perform the shear
test at very low σ1 (around 1000 Pa) because of a significant increase of
Fig. 12. Images of the cell during a test at a value of 1900 Pa of applied normal stress. On the left the lid lifted during the test. On the right the cakedmaterial in the lid vanes after the cell
cooling.
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the interparticle forces acting in the system. The presence of these forces
at low values of normal load may result in a tensile force, which causes
an irregular upward motion of the lid of the shear cell, as shown in
Fig. 12. Therefore, the tests were performed at larger value of σ1

(2600–3600 Pa). In these conditions, the results show a very high cohe-
sion equal to 288 ± 17 Pa.

Table 3 reports the flow properties (namely, the cohesion C, the
angle of internal friction φ, the unconfined yield strength fc and the
flow factor ffc) obtained as a function of temperature for both samples.
Data in the table are limited to the lowest and the highest consolidation
level. Instead, Fig. 13 reports the complete flow functions at different
temperatures. According with Jenike [64], consolidated powders can
be classified with respect to their flow behaviour using the flow factor,
ffc = σ1/fc. In particular, Jenike [64] introduced 5 different regions of
flowability, those of hardenedmaterials (ffc b 1), very cohesive powders
(1 b ffc b 2), cohesive powders (2 b ffc b 4), easy flowing powders (4 b

ffc b 4) and free flowing powders (ffc N 10). These regions and the cor-
responding separation lines are reported in Fig. 13. In case of sample
“A”, inspection of Table 3 and of Fig. 13a indicates that the yield
loci at ambient and 300 °C are almost coincident. This suggests that
temperature changes have a minor effect on the powder cohesion
in this range. Given the powder flow functions, for temperatures up
to 300 °C, the powder can be classified as easy flowing. A significant
increase of cohesion, around two times, is registered with increasing
temperature up to 400 °C, nonetheless, the angle of internal friction
does not show any significant change (about 35°). As a result, the up-
ward shift of the flow function determines a classification change of
the powder flow from easy flowing to cohesive. A further increase
of temperature up to 500 °C produces an even larger cohesion and,
therefore, a further upward shift of the flow function. For the sample
“B”, an increase of temperature from ambient to 300 °C involves an
increase of cohesion of about four times its ambient value, resulting
in an upward shift of the flow function from the easy flowing class
to the limiting region between very cohesive and cohesive classes,
as reported in Fig. 13b. For this powder, the yield loci at 300 °C and
400 °C are almost coincident. At 500 °C a strong powder bulk agglom-
eration was observed.

4.2. Model results

The particles used in this study have an irregular shape and, there-
fore, the effective curvature radius at the contact point that enters in
the estimates of both van derWaals and capillary forces is not necessar-
ily related to the particle size as, instead, it would happen for spherical
particles. In order to overcome this system indeterminacy, the effective
curvature radius at the contactwas determined at ambient temperature
Table 3
Results of the shear tests performed at different temperatures.

Sample sieving range T [°C] σ1 [Pa] C [Pa] φ [deg] fc [Pa] σt[Pa] ffc [−]

Sample A 20 1069 46 37 187 60 5.76
300 988 46 35 173 67 5.70
400 1074 79 36 316 105 3.40
500 1156 139 37 568 179 2.03
20 1798 71 37 289 92 6.22
300 1596 58 35 219 85 7.28
400 1777 118 37 470 158 3.78
500 1844 180 36 706 247 2.61

Sample B 20 1037 37 35 142 53 7.28
300 1254 144 37 585 187 2.73
400 223 190 35 729 271 1.68
500 2626 269 38 1118 344 2.05
20 1747 54 34 205 79 8.52
300 1881 156 34 586 233 3.21
400 1808 189 33 684 300 2.65
500 3684 280 35 1067 407 3.45
using the approach previously followed byChirone et al. [28], bymaking
the hypothesis that in these conditions the capillary forces can be
neglected. The curvature radius obtained with this procedure was
then used to calculate the forces at other temperatures. The details of
the procedure are reported below.

The isostatic tensile strength of the material was estimated from
Coulomb Yield locus:

σt ¼ C
tanφ

ð8Þ

The values of σt obtained from Eq. (8) are reported in Table 3.
With the experiments, these values are used to evaluate the interparti-
cle forces Fint from Eq. (1), considering the experimental values of the
bed porosity ε in the shear experiment and the powder mean Sauter
diameter dsv. According to Molerus [9], the consolidation force at the
contact point is estimated from the major principal stress during con-
solidation σ1, reversing Eq. (1), and using the porosity of the preshear
experiment:

FN ¼ d2
sv σ1ε
1−ε

ð9Þ

Fig. 14 reports the values of Fint as a function of AluminumChloride is
a lowmelting salt that alone sublimates at 180 °C andmixed with Ca FN
calculated according to the above procedure for both materials and at
the different temperatures. As it appears, at high temperature interpar-
ticle forces increase of an order of magnitude with respect to ambient
conditions (Fig. 14).

Considering only results at ambient temperature, Eq. (2) is used in
order to calculate the average particle curvature radii at the contact
point from the previously calculated value of Fint = FvdW. The values of
the material parameters used in Eq. (2) are listed in Table 4. The curva-
ture radii obtained at ambient temperature for powder A and powder B
are 8.85∙10−2 μm and 1.29∙10−1 μm, respectively. Chirone et al. [28] ap-
plied this procedure to estimate the effective curvature radii on sieved
samples of a powder of fresh material, the same material of powder A
and B, taken before the industrial use and not bearing surface impuri-
ties. In that case, the obtained value of the curvature radius at ambient
temperature allowed predicting the different effects of consolidation
and temperature on the experimental values of σt calculated with
Eq. 8, by using Eqs. (9), (2) and (1) in sequence with the proper value
of pf estimated at the different temperatures. In the present study, the
Fig. 14. Values of interparticle forces Fint calculated from experimental data according to
Eqs. (1) and (8) as a function of the Normal Force FN calculated according to Eq. (9) for
the two materials and the different temperatures.



Table 4
Material parameters used in the model calculations.

Sieving range, μm T
oC

A⁎

10−20 J
pf
GPa

ρp
kg/m3

Sample “A” 25 20 12 2330
500 20 45 2320

Sample “B” 25 20 12 2330
500 20 45 2320

Fig. 16. Phase diagram of the salt binary sytem AlCl3 + CaCl2 [65].
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same approach has been followed, but the model was not able to pro-
duce satisfactory predictions as it is shown in Fig. 15.

This result suggests that in the present study van der Waals forces
alone are not able to explain the great increase of the cohesiveness of
the particles with temperature. Therefore, a different procedure was
followed to describe the effect of temperature, which made use of cap-
illary interparticle forces. The fundamental hypothesis behind this ap-
proach is that the liquid phase on the surface is generated by the
partial melting of the salt impurities present on the particle surfaces it-
self and described above with the materials (Section 3.2). In fact,
the salts making the impurities, depending also on the composition of
the mixture, can melt at temperatures that are much lower than the
particle melting temperature that, in turn, is much higher than the
tested temperatures. Therefore, it can be excluded that any liquid
phase might contain the mother particle material. Necessary informa-
tion to predict the capillary forces is the average volume of the liquid
bridge Vb. Once Vb is known, the set of Eqs. (3) to (5) can be solved for
r1, r2 and β, which in turn can be used to calculate the capillary force
with Eq. (6).

The volume of the bridgewas estimated using the quantitative anal-
ysis on the salt content of these powders. Theweight fraction of the total
salts in the samples, as well as the salt composition is reported in
Table 5. The impurities have been characterized using theX-ray Fluores-
cence (XRF) and X-ray Diffraction (XRD) analyses. The results are re-
ported in Table 5, in the columns in which the salt concentration base
is “100 g of oxidized powder” columns. Due to the high tendency of Alu-
minum Chloride to be oxidized during the sample preparation proce-
dure for the analytical determination, it is assumed that all the
aluminum present in the quantitative analysis as alumina is present as
Aluminum Chloride (AlCl3). This assumption allows calculating the
mass and themole contents of themost abundant salts in 100 g of pow-
der as reported in columns called “100 g of reduced powder” of Table 5.
Fig. 15. Extrapolated tensile strength vs experimental tensile strengthwith the hypothesis
of only van der Waals forces active.
Aluminum Chloride is a lowmelting salt that alone sublimates at 180 °C
and mixed with CaCl2, is able to melt at temperatures between 120 and
460 °C as shown in the phase diagram of the mixtures of the two salts,
Fig. 16 [65]. In order to use the diagram, themole fractions of the salt bi-
nary system AlCl3 + CaCl2 have been evaluated and they are reported,
for the two samples, in the columns named “AlCl3 + CaCl2 in reduced
powder” of Table 5.

With these compositions it is possible to use the phase diagram of
Fig. 16 [65] and it is possible to calculate the liquid weight fraction
(Xl) of the AlCl3 + CaCl2 systems, reported in Table 4. Provided the
total salt weight fraction Stot calculated for the system (AlCl3 + CaCl2)
and given in the columns ‘AlCl3 + CaCl2 in reduced powder’ of the last
line of Table 5 it is possible to calculate the liquid volume per unit
mass of the sample, Vl.

Vl ¼
Xl Stot
ρl a

ð9Þ

Consequently, the amount of liquid per particle, Lp:

Lp ¼ V lVpρp ð10Þ
Fig. 17. Tensile strength of the liquid bridge calculated from the theory of capillary bridges
vs the tensile strength of the liquid bridge estimated from the flow properties using
Eq. (1).



Table 5
Salt composition in the powder samples.

Base Sample “A” Sample “B”

100 g of oxidized
powder

100 g of reduced
powder

AlCl3 + CaCl2 in
reduced powder

100 g of oxidized
powder

100 g of reduced
powder

AlCl3 + CaCl2 in
reduced powder

Mass g g mol mole fraction g g mol Mole fraction

Al2O3 1.8 – – 3.1 – –
AlCl3 – 4.71 0.0353 0.247 – 8.11 0.0608 0.327
FeCl2 2.3 0.35 0.0027 – 5.2 0.98 0.0077 –
CaCl2 78.7 11.96 0.1078 0.753 73.4 13.87 0.1250 0.673
Salt/powder, wt% 15.2 17.0 17.0 16.7 18.9 22.3 22.3 22.0
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and the average liquid volume per unit surface, λl, calculated using the
mean Sauter diameter, dsv, is

λl ¼
Lp
Ap

¼ V l
dsv

6
ρp ð11Þ

Resulting values for Vl, Lp and λl are reported in Table 6. In order to
estimate the amount of surface liquid that is available for each bridge,
we assumed that the bridge is able to collect the liquid on the portion
of the asperity surfaces onwhich the liquid layer is able to touch the sur-
face of both contacting particles. According to Fig. 1b this assumption
defines an area of radius rcb such that:

rcb ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rpla þ λl
� 	2− rpla

� 	2q
ð12Þ

And, in turn, it allows estimating the volume of the liquid that can
form the liquid bridge Vb

Vb ¼ λlπr2cb ð13Þ

According to Eqs. (12) and (13), Vb can be calculated from λl once a
certain asperity radius is assumed. The asperity radius calculated by the
application of Eqs. (1) and (2) and reported in Table 6 was used on this
purpose and also to solve the set of Eqs. (3) to (5) to evaluate r1, r2 andβ
and to calculate the tensile force of the bridge Fc⁎with Eq. (6). Values of
Fc⁎ are reported in Table 6. The surface tension of the mixture has been
evaluated as the weighted average over the density of the single liquid
components. Table 6 reports the value of the surface tension and liquid
density for the two samples at different temperatures [66–69].

The tensile strength values obtained by using Eq. (1) and assuming
Fint = Fc⁎were compared with the values obtained with the experimen-
tal tensile strength values in the parity plot of Fig. 17. The comparison
shows a very good match between model values and experimental
values for the two samples over a significantly large range of tempera-
ture tested, in spite of the large number of and assumptions made.
These results allow concluding that, by assuming that capillary bridges
are formed between two particle asperities and a reasonable value of
Table 6
Results of the model calculation.

Sample T
°C

rpla
10−2 μm

XlCaCl2

-
Xl

-
ρla
kg m−3

A 25 8.85 – – –
300 0.27 0.39 1330
400 0.29 0.40 1080
500 0.31 0.41 700

B 25 12.9 – – –
300 0.27 0.51 1330
400 0.29 0.53 1080
500 0.31 0.54 700
the surface tension of themixture, themodel is able to correctly predict
the order of magnitude of the tensile strength and its variations with
temperature.

5. Conclusions

A set of experiments on the flowproperties of two ceramicmaterials
taken from a high temperature fluidized bed reactor was carried out at
different temperatures from ambient up to 500 °C. Similar results in
terms of temperature effects on the powder flow properties were
found for the two materials differing for the amount of the contained
impurities. SEM Images have localized the impurities on the particle
surfaces. Shear test experiments show changes of the flow properties
at high temperatures. The powder cohesion is the parameter which ap-
pears to be mostly affected by temperature while the angle of internal
friction shows a weaker dependence on temperature and consolidation
level. At high temperatures, the shear stress becomes almost indepen-
dent of the consolidation state. These findings together with the nature
of the impurities characterized bymeans of EDX analysis applied to SEM
imaging strongly suggest that the observed changes are due to the oc-
currence of capillary bridges between particles, even if DTA and TGA
are not able to detect any significant phase changes. However, the
small amounts of liquid phase formed and confined to the particle sur-
face are sufficient to considerably change the powder flow properties.
The chemical analysis of the impurities allowed to identify the couple
of most abundant salts that can produce a molten phase in the ranges
of temperatures tested. The liquid phase produced and the estimation
of the amount of liquids present in the capillary bridges based on geo-
metrical consideration, togetherwith a reasonable estimate of the liquid
surface tension allows to correctly predicting the capillary interparticle
forces and the tensile strength of the material.

These results also suggest the potential use of the HT-ASC as a sensi-
tive detection instrument for phase changes limited to the particle sur-
face also in particulate systems and conditions used in fluidized bed
reactors. More in general the results indicate that shear testing results
at ambient and high temperatures allow to correctly estimate the inten-
sity of interparticle forces in particulate systems.
σs

N/m
Vl

10−5 m3 kg−1
λl,
μm

Vb

10−2 μm3
Fc⁎

nN

0.140 – – 9.89
0.050 5.06 0.25 8.49 18.0
0.175 5.17 0.26 9.57 43.9
0.160 5.26 0.27 10.5 442
0.140 – – 15.2
0.040 6.68 0.55 76.0 36.8
0.162 6.82 0.56 80.4 89.5
0.160 6.94 0.57 84.2 306
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Nomenclature
a gap between the asperity; μm
A parameter in Eq. (2); N
A* Hamaker constant; N m
Abridge surface of the bridge; m2

C powder cohesion; Pa
d particle diameter; μm
d10 10th percentile particle size; μm
d32 surface weighted mean particle size; μm
d43 volume weighted mean particle size; μm
d50 50th percentile particle size; μm
d90 90th percentile particle size; μm
dsv particle Sauter mean diameter; μm
Fc mean isotropic contact force; N
fc unconfined yield strength; Pa
Fc⁎ tensile force of the bridge; N
ffc flow factor
FN mean isotropic consolidation force at the particle contact; N
FvdW mean isotropic van der Waals force at the particle contact; N
K coordination number
Lp liquid per particle; m3

Np number of particles
pf material compressive strength at particle contact; Pa
R mean curvature radius at contact points; μm
r1 external radius of the bridge; m
r2 internal radius of the bridge; m
rcb radius of capillary bridge; m
rpla radius of the asperity; m
T temperature; °C
Vb volume of the bridge; m3

Vl volume of the liquid; m3

Vl active active volume for capillary bridge; m3

Xl liquid weight fraction in the salt system
z0 interparticle separation distance; μm

Greek symbols

β angle of the spherical cap of the contact; deg
γl average liquid thickness; m
ε porosity of the powder
ρb bulk density; kg m−3

ρmix density of the mixture; kg/m3

ρp particle density; kgm−3

σ normal stress; Pa
σ1 major principal stress; Pa
σc normal stress at consolidation; Pa
σf compressive yield strength; Pa
σs surface tension; N/m
σt tensile strength of the powder; Pa
τ shear stress; Pa
φ angle of internal friction; deg

Appendix A

The continuum approach is often used to describe powder mechan-
ics in order to avoid the excessive complication and often the impossi-
bility to describe the system by following the statics or the dynamics
of the many single particles. For many technological applications it is
useful, however, to understand and relate the properties of thematerial
approached as a continuumwith averaged particle-particle interactions.
The main underlying assumptions behind the Rumpf [31] equation are:

1. Particles are organized in a randomly packed assembly.

2. Particles are spherical.
3. Particles are monodisperse.
4. The contact areas between particles are small enough in comparison

with the particle surface and therefore contact areas can be assumed
as contact points.

5. The contact points are distributed over the particle spherical surface
with equal probability.

6. The packing structure is isotropic.
7. An isostatic state of stress, with three equal principal stresses, is

assumed.
8. The coordination number (i.e., themean number of contacts of a par-

ticle with the adjacent neighbours), k, and assembly porosity, ε, fol-
low the correlation kε≈ 3.1≈ π [58,70].

While it is easy to recognize that Assumptions 1, 4 and 5 can be eas-
ily verified for fine powders made of sufficiently stiff particles. All the
other assumptions deserve some comment in order to be accepted
with some confidence. In our case, the assumption that seems to be
most strikingly in contrast with the real particles of the material used
is the number 2, regarding the particle shape. In particular the spherical
shape of the particles, together with the isostatic state of stress allow to
assume that all forces acting on the particles are normal to the particle
surface and directed towards or from the particle center. This condition
is likely to be not verified in single cases of non-spherical particles. How-
ever,we have to recall that the Rumpf analysis approaches the stress de-
scription in terms of averaged interparticle forces. Therefore, it can be
easy to recognize that, with random powder packings and isostatic
states of stress, changes in the local force directions tend to compensate
in the average, in the sense of leaving to a finite average value only the
components directed towards the centre of mass of the particle. Simi-
larly, since the particle size play the most important role in defining
thenumber of interparticle contact points per unit volume, it can be eas-
ily acknowledged that violations of assumption 3 can be easily over-
come by using the Sauter mean diameter as the average particle size.
In fact, the Sauter averaging has the characteristic of keeping the same
surface to volume ratio of the distribution and, therefore, also the
same number of contact point per unit volume, that coincides also
with the average number of interparticle forces contributing to the
stress, the resulting force per unit area.

Of course the particle shape can affect also the how the number of
contact points change with the porosity. However, it has to be recalled
that the number of contact point per particle k, estimated by means of
the relation kε= π [58,70], suggest numbers around 6 and 7 for powder
porosities between 0.4 and 0.5. With the random packing of rather iso-
metric particles, that is without any prevailing dimension such as those
used in our systems, it is hard to think that deviation of k from π/ε may
overcome the value of 1. According to Eq. (1) this would imply b15%
error in the force/stress estimates. A fairly reasonable precision within
the range of approximation of our calculations.

The most complex assumption to discuss is the n. 7 that indirectly
supports also assumptions 5 and 6. In fact, Molerus [9] suggested
that, since any isostatic tensile stress can be considered the combina-
tion of three uniaxial state of stress, and since any state of stress can
be represented by three uniaxial state of stresses, then Eq. (1) can be
applied to any state of stress. We suspect a flaw in this reasoning due
to the fact that the first condition is necessary but not sufficient and,
therefore, cannot be used as an equivalence, as the unflawed reasoning
would require. In spite of that, we believe that Eq. (1) is still able to
provide reasonable values of average normal stresses even in slightly
non-isostatic conditions. This is the case of powder preshear, for
which Eq. (1) is used to relate the normal consolidation stress (a
value close to the average stress represented by the centre of the
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consolidation Mohr circle) and the normal force consolidating the in-
terparticle contacts.

Therefore, the approach proposed by Rumpf [31], in spite of the
many assumptions required to find the extraordinary simple result re-
ported in Eq. (1), still represents a reasonable and rather robust relation
between average interparticle forces and local material stresses or
strength that can be used also in systemswith particles significantly dif-
fering from the assumed properties for his derivation.
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